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 It is the essence of Connolly - best described as a contemporary style inspired by a 
rich heritage of classic motor racing coupled with a strong sense of British know-how, 

understatement and European flair.
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 The Connolly gilet is perfect for the now and the eventual, our next age of wonder.

I’m writing and wearing one now over a Camber hoodie, I wore another one first thing this morning making coffee and 
watching my neighbours’ house being rethatched, worn out sheaves tossed down and balletic, golden new ones up, the 
embrace of tradition with the colourful shock of the new. Once I finish writing, I’ll change, jeans, boots, Shetland jumper 
and my third gilet to head off on a walk.

Yup, I’ve got three. A navy 2 way zipped one bought the week 4 Clifford Street opened; a green popper version; and now 
another 2 way zip, the colour of your latest natural wine drop, biodynamic purple, with organic red and hints of sulphite 
free berries. Thankfully neither Schoffel showboat nor hedge fund haute. Instead, warm, elegant, and functional. Worn over 
and under things. Water resistant wool for when I walk in the rain for football chat with Alison in the village shop. Tough 
enough not to worry about wearing when doing stuff, happy hopping over fences laughing at barbed wire, content with 
me carrying logs and a quick brush down after. Made in the UK, to make me smile, and well, it is good for the economy. 
Pockets which refuse to lose things, but not too many pockets. As much a part of my daily essential work kit as my 
camera, carrying spare battery, spare memory card, keys, phone, or just warming my hands.

In short one of those simple and great no nonsense things which we devoured last time. It is intelligent, and understated 
clothing which understands that the wearer is more than the sum of their outfit, but that good clothes help brighten your 
mood and we all need a bit of that.
Before I spoke of my shop, getting things going, what I didn’t mention was I lived above the shop, the store became my 
life, my life, the store.
An extension of me, I knew intimately what was going on, even when our e-commerce took off, everything went through 
me. I don’t just believe, I know great businesses, those businesses which we must protect and cherish even more in years 
to come, are those that are in touch with their customer.

Those that start independent, with clarity and purity of intention, and as they grow retain that. Those that have owners 
who know what is selling, who is buying and what could be better. I’m not professing to be great, but as I’ve explained at 
length here Connolly is, and well the boss lives upstairs.
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Available in

Sku: 2GILE03 001
Style: Wool Drop Back Car Vest 
Material: Wool
RRP (£): 290.00

Description: 
Its crisp lines are 
balanced by the soft 
merino wool of the 
waffle weave body, 
carefully selected for its 
natural moisture wicking 
and heat retention 
qualities. The internal 
mobile phone pocket is 
a thoughtful touch in a 
forward-thinking design.

Available in

Sku: 2GILE09 006
Style: Fairisle Drop Back Car Vest
Material: Wool
RRP (£) : 300.00

Description: 
The Fairisle Drop Back 
Car Vest is an update on 
Connolly’s classic Drop 
Back Car Vest. Knitted 
in 100% wool, the vest 
is a nod to Surrealism 
with its graphic play. The 
gilet has a zip opening, 
compact stitch and is a 
lovely body warmer to 
be layered during the 
winter months.

Khaki/Fatigue Green Navy/Denim

Navy Denim Khaki Orange Anthracite

Yellow Red Vicuna Beige
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Sku: TBD
Style: Pinstripe Drop Back Car Vest 
Material: Wool
RRP (£): 300.00

Description: 
Its crisp lines are 
balanced by the soft 
merino wool of the 
waffle weave body, 
carefully selected for its 
natural moisture wicking 
and heat retention 
qualities. The internal 
mobile phone pocket is 
a thoughtful touch in a 
forward-thinking design.

Sku: TBD
Style: Wool DB Mac
Material: Wool
RRP (£) : 360.00

Description: 
Double breasted and with 
a boxy cut, the drop back 
mac balances its distinctive 
shape with classic detailing. 
Created from Swiss tech 
merino wool, chosen for 
its natural moisture wicking 
and heat retention qualities, 
the fine knit is finished with 
tonal over locking, sewn-on 
pockets and six vero corno 
buttons.

Available in Available in

NavyNavy
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Sku: 2JCKT03 001
Style: Wool Shor t DB Mac
Material: Wool
RRP (£) : 360.00

Description: 
Double breasted with 
a boxy cut, the mac 
balances its distinctive 
shape with classic 
detailing. Created from 
Swiss tech merino wool, 
chosen for its natural 
moisture wicking and 
heat retention qualities, 
the fine knit is finished 
with tonal over locking, 
sewn-on pockets and six 
vero corno buttons.

Available in

Sku: 2LSGL05 001
Style: Wool Long Sleeve Car Vest 
Material: Wool
RRP (£) : 360.00

Description: 
Knitted in Swiss tech 
merino wool, selected 
for its natural moisture 
wicking and heat 
retention qualities. A 
chunky two-way zip and 
internal mobile phone 
pocket are practical 
details in a meticulously 
considered design.

Available in

Navy Denim Khaki Orange Anthracite

Yellow Red Vicuna Beige

Navy Denim Khaki Orange Anthracite

Yellow Red Vicuna Beige
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Sku: TBD
Style: Wool single breasted jacket
Material: Wool
RRP (£): 360.00

Description: 
Soft tailoring with
a boxy cut that fits longer 
in the body.  The single 
breasted jacket features 
two external patch pockets 
and one concealed internal 
pocket. Made from Swiss 
tech merino, chosen for its 
moisture wicking and heat 
retention proper ties.  
The fine knit is finished with 
tonal over locking and four 
vero corno buttons.

Sku: TBD
Style: Leather Shear ling Hoodie
Material: 100% Leather
RRP (£) : 2800.00

Description: 
Brushed shear ling with raw 
cut cuffs and hem. Slanted 
pockets and oversized hood 
for extra comfor t. Slightly 
oversized off the shoulder. 
Made in Italy.

Available in

Navy

Available in

Brown

NO IMAGE
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Sku: 2COAT05 009
Style: Poachers Coat
Material: Rubberproof Cotton
RRP (£) : 950.00

Description: 
A tailored take on a 
countr yside staple, the 
poachers coat features a 
vulcanized cotton body 
and a water repellent, 
two-tone collar crafted 
in Connolly leather, its 
taped seams, natural 
horn buttons and 
poachers pocket detail 
elevate this coat from 
the functional to the 
refined.

Available in

Stone Navy Yellow

Sku: TBD
Style: Navy Parka
Material: Wool Bonded PU
RRP (£) : 1500.00

Description: 
TBD

Available in

Navy
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Available in

Sku: TBC
Style: Driving Sweater
Material: Cashmere
RRP (£) : 850.00

Description: 
A staple in the Connolly 
spor ting collection, 
and in homage to the 
brand’s racing heritage, 
this sweater is a classic 
in its own right. Knitted 
in Scotland, it features a 
chunky all-over rib and 
funnel neck with a bold, 
metal zip detail. Slightly 
gathered at the hem and 
cuffs, it has a casual, yet 
timeless fit.

Available in

Sku: 3GPBG0211021
Style: Red Spor ts Grip with Badge
Material: Leather
RRP (£) : 1300.00

Description: 
Crafted in Connolly’s 
signature car upholstery 
leather, the Spor ts Grip 
teams a spor ting aesthetic 
with an elegant structural 
shape. It features 
embroidered details, 
embossed solid brass 
hardware with palladium 
plating, two straps with 
roller buckles for extra 
security, an external strap, 
internal laptop sleeve, and 
a hidden passpor t pocket.

Red Green

Navy Gold Burgundy

Grey Beige
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Available in

Sku: 5DGLG01 001
Style: Driving Goggle
Material: Leather
RRP (£) : 180.00

Description: 
The ultimate driving 
accessory and a 
statement piece in the 
Connolly collection. Made 
in England from smooth 
grain leather, they feature 
an adjustable elastic strap 
and polycarbonate lenses. 
Approved for road use, 
the CB driving goggles 
are a glorious sight on 
country lanes or city 
streets.

Available in

Sku: 5DGLG01 001
Style: Leather Helmet
Material: Leather
RRP (£) : 160.00

Description: 
The Connolly leather 
helmets are made from 
a beautifully supple 
leather that is soft and 
moulds to the shape of 
your head. It has a visor, 
ear flaps and back tab 
for protection from the 
wind when you have the 
roof down in your car.

Red Green Brown BlackRed Tan Brown Black


